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The existence of extra chiral generations with all fermions heavier than MZ is strongly disfavored by
the precision electroweak data. The exclusion of one additional generation of heavy fermions in SUSY
extension of Standard Model is less forbidden if chargino and neutralino have low degenerate masses
with ∆m ≃ 1 GeV. However the data are fitted nicely even by a few extra generations, if one allows
neutral leptons to have masses close to 50 GeV. Such heavy neutrino can be searched in the reaction
e+e− → NN¯γ at LEP-200 with total final luminosity of 2600pb−1.
1 Introduction
The straightforward generalization of the
Standard Model (SM) through inclusion of
extra chiral generation(s) of heavy fermions,
quarks (q = U,D) and leptons (l = N,E), is
an example of New Physics at high energies
which does not decouple at “low” (∼ mZ)
energies. New particles contribute to physi-
cal observables through self-energies of vector
and axial currents. This gives corrections 1
δVi to the functions Vi(i = A,R,m) which de-
termine 2 the values of physical observables
(axial coupling gA, the ratio R = gV /gA, and
the ratio mW /mZ).
We consider the case of several lepton
and quarks SU(2)L doublets and their right-
handed singlet companions: (UD)L, UR, DR,
(NE)L, NR, ER. In what follows we will as-
sume that the mixing among new generations
and the three existing ones is small, hence
new fermions contribute only to oblique cor-
rections (vector boson self energies).
2 LEPTOP fit to experimental
data
We compare theoretical predictions for the
case of the presence of extra generations with
experimental data 3 with the help of the
code LEPTOP 4. These experimental data
are the latest updates presented at this con-
ference and they are well fitted by Stan-
dard Model. We perform the four parame-
ter (mt,mH , αs, α¯) fit
a to 18 experimental
observables.
The fitted parameters b together with the
values of the predicted observables and their
pulls from the experimental data are given
in the Table 1. Only the experimental value
of the forward-backward assymetry in the Z
decay into the pair of b-quarks AbFB shows a
hint for disagreement with Standard Model.
We take mD = 130 GeV – the lowest value
allowed for the new quark mass from Teva-
tron search 7 and take mU >∼ mD. As for
the leptons from the extra generations, their
masses are independent parameters. To sim-
plify the analyses we start with mN = mU ,
aThe mass of Z-boson in the fit was fixed to the latest
experimental value MZ = 91.1875(21) GeV
b During this conference the new results on the
electron-positron annihilation into hadrons in the
range
√
s = 2 − 5 GeV from BES 5 were released.
With α¯−1 = 128.945(60) 6 recalculated using these
new BES results, we get from LEPTOP fit slighly
higher prediction for the higgs mass mH = 78
+53
−32
GeV, mt = 174.1(4.5) GeV, αs = 0.1182(27), α¯−1 =
128.927(58) and χ2/ndf = 21.1/14.
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Table 1. LEPTOP fit of the precision observables.
Observ. Exper. LEPTOP Pull
data fit
ΓZ [GeV] 2.4952(23) 2.4964(16) -0.5
σh [nb] 41.541(37) 41.479(15) 1.7
Rl 20.767(25) 20.739(18) 1.1
AlFB 0.0171(10) 0.0164(3) 0.7
Aτ 0.1439(42) 0.1480(13) -1.0
Ae 0.1498(48) 0.1480(13) 0.4
Rb 0.2165(7) 0.2157(1) 1.2
Rc 0.1709(34) 0.1723(1) -0.4
AbFB 0.0990(20) 0.1038(9) -2.4
AcFB 0.0689(35) 0.0742(7) -1.5
s2l (QFB) 0.2321(10) 0.2314(2) 0.7
s2l (ALR) 0.2310(3) 0.2314(2) -1.5
Ab 0.911(25) 0.9349(1) -1.0
Ac 0.630(26) 0.6683(6) -1.5
mW [GeV] 80.434(37) 80.397(23) 1.0
s2W (νN) 0.2255(21) 0.2231(2) 1.1
mt [GeV] 174.3(5.1) 174.0(4.2) 0.1
mH [GeV] 55
+45
−26
αˆs 0.1183(27)
α¯−1 128.88(9) 128.85(9) 0.3
χ2/ndof 21.4/14
mE = mD. Any value of higgs mass above
113.3 GeV is allowed 8 in our fits, however χ2
appears to be minimal for mH = 113 GeV.
In Figure 1 the excluded domains in co-
ordinates (Ng, ∆m) are shown (here ∆m =
(m2U −m2D)1/2). Minimum of χ2 corresponds
to Ng = 0.1. We see that one extra genera-
tion corresponds to 2σ approximately.
We checked that similar bounds are valid
for the general choice of heavy masses of lep-
tons and quarks. In particular we found that
for mN = mD = 130 GeV and mE = mU
one extra generation is excluded at 1.5 σ
level, while for mE = mU = 130 GeV and
mN = mD the limits are even stronger than
in Fig. 1. So the extra generations are ex-
cluded by the electroweak precision data, if
all extra fermions are heavy: m >∼ mZ .
Figure 1. Constraints on the number of extra gen-
erations Ng and the mass difference in the extra gen-
erations ∆m. The lowest allowed value mD = 130
GeV from Tevatron search was used and mE = mD ,
mN = mU was assumed.
3 Extra generations in case of
SUSY
When SUSY particles are heavy they decou-
ple and the same standard model exclusion
plots shown in Fig. 1 are valid. One pos-
sible exception is a contribution of the third
generation squark doublet, enhanced by large
stop-sbottom splitting. In this way we get
noticeable positive contributions to functions
Vi
9,10, which may help to compensate nega-
tive contributions of degenerate extra genera-
tions. We analyze the simplest case of the ab-
sence of t˜L−t˜R mixing in Fig. 2. In this figure
the case of degenerate extra generations with
common mass 130 GeV is considered (contri-
butions of superpartners of new generations
to Vi are negligible since new up- and down-
particles are degenerate). Exclusion plot is
presented in coordinates (Ng,msbottom). We
see that with inclusion of SUSY new heavy
generations are also disfavoured.
Situation changes in case of light
chargino and neutralino. The latter are still
not excluded - dedicated search at LEP II
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Figure 2. The 2-dimensional exclusion plot for
the Ng degenerate extra generations and the mass
of sbottom m
b˜
in SUSY models and for the choice
mD = mU = mE = mN = 130 GeV, usingmh = 120
GeV, mg˜ = 200 GeV and assuming the absence of
t˜L − t˜R mixing.
still allows the existence of such particles with
masses as low as 68 GeV (gaugino region with
light sneutrino) 11 or 77 GeV (higgsino case)
12 if their mass difference is ≈ 1 GeV. An-
alytical formulas for corrections to the func-
tions Vi from quasi degenerate chargino and
neutralino were derived and analyzed in 13.
Corrections are big and this allows one to get
lower bounds on masses of chargino and neu-
tralino: mχ > 54 GeV for the case of higgsino
domination and mχ > 61 GeV for the case of
wino domination at 95% CL.
Fig. 3 demonstrates how presence of
chargino-neutralino pair (dominated by hig-
gsino) with mass 80 GeV slightly relaxes
the bounds shown on Fig. 1. We see that
one extra generation of heavy fermions is al-
lowed within 1.5σ domain in case of the light
chargino.
4 Heavy neutrino with mN < mZ
For particles with masses of the order of
mZ/2 oblique corrections drastically differ
Figure 3. Constraints on the number of extra gen-
erations Ng and the mass difference in the extra gen-
erations ∆m in case of 80 GeV higgsino-dominated
quasi degenerate chargino and neutralino. The lowest
allowed value mD = 130 GeV from Tevatron search
was used and mE = mD , mN = mU was assumed.
from what we have for masses >∼ mZ . In
particular, renormalization of Z-boson wave
function produces large negative contribution
to VA. Quasi-stable neutral lepton N should
have the mass slightly above mZ/2 to avoid
increasing the invisible Z-width and it should
have the mixing angle with three known gen-
erations smaller than 10−6 to avoid desin-
tegration in the detector. We consider new
heavy neutrino with Dirac mass and we sup-
pose that the Majorana mass of NR is neg-
ligible. From the analysis of the initial set
of precision data in papers 14,15 it was found
that the existence of additional light fermions
with masses ≈ 50 GeV is allowed. Now an-
alyzing all precision data and using bounds
from direct searches we conclude, that the
only presently allowed light fermion is neu-
tral lepton N .
As an example we take mU = 220 GeV,
mD = 200 GeV, mE = 100 GeV and draw
exclusion plot in coordinates (mN , Ng), see
Fig. 4. From this plot it is clear that for the
case of fourth generation with mN ≈ 50 GeV
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Figure 4. Constraints on the number of extra gen-
erations Ng and the mass of the neutral heavy lepton
mN . The values mU = 220 GeV, mD = 200 GeV,
ME = 100 GeV were used.
description of the data is not worse than for
the Standard Model and that even two new
generations with mN1 ≈ mN2 ≈ 50 GeV are
allowed within 1.5σ.
5 Possibility for the direct search
of the 50 GeV heavy neutrino
The direct search of the heavy neutrino is
possible in e+e−-annihilation into a pair of
heavy neutrinos with the emission of initial
state bremsstrahlung photon
e+e− → γ + NN¯ (1)
The main background is the production of
the pairs of conventional neutrinos with ini-
tial state bremsstrahlung photon
e+e− → γ + νiν¯i (2)
where i = e, µ, τ . These background neutri-
nos are produced in decays of real and vir-
tual Z. In case of νeν¯e, two mechanisms con-
tribute, through s-channel Z boson and from
t-channel exchange of W boson. We calcu-
lated the signal and background distributions
and rates 16 using CompHEP 17 computer
code.
Figure 5. dσ/dMinv (in pb) for Standard Model and
for the different values of mN .
In Fig. 5 the distribution on “invisible”
mass Minv (invariant mass of the neutrino
pair) is represented for SM background and
the NN¯ signal for
√
s = 200 GeV and differ-
ent values of N masses,MN = 46−100 GeV.
Here we applied kinematical cuts on the pho-
ton polar angle and transverse momentum,
| cosϑγ | < 0.95 and pγT > 0.0375
√
s, being
the ALEPH selection criteria 18. The pho-
ton detection efficiency 74% is assumed. For
highest significance of the NN¯ signal, evalu-
ated as NS/
√
NB, one should include whole
interval onMinv allowed kinematically, so we
applied Minv > 2mN cut.
On Fig. 6 the signal significances are rep-
resented as a function of mN . One can de-
rive that only the analysis based on com-
bined data from all four experiments both
from 1997-1999 runs (
√
s = 182 − 202 GeV)
and from the current run, in total ∼ 2600
pb−1, can exclude at 95% CL the interval of
N mass up to ∼ 50 GeV.
Another possibility is to search for 50
GeV neutrino at the future TESLA e+ − e−
electron-positron linear collider. The in-
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Figure 6. NN¯ signal significances at LEP-2 at dif-
ferent statistics as function of the neutrino mass.
crease in energy leads to the decrease both
of the signal and the background, but it is
compensated by the proposed increase of lu-
minosity of 300 fb−1/year 19. Further advan-
tage of the linear collider is the possibility
to use polarized beams. This is important
in suppressing the cross section of e+e− →
νeν¯eγ as this reaction goes mainly through
the t-channel exchange of theW boson. How-
ever, even without exploiting the beam po-
larization the advantage of TESLA in the to-
tal number of events is extremely important.
Thus, Standard Model is expected to give ap-
proximately 0.3 million single photon events
for Minv > 100 GeV while the number of
50 GeV neutrino pairs would be about 4000.
Although the signal over background ratio is
still small (2.3-0.5% for mN = 45− 100 GeV
correspondingly) the significance of the sig-
nal is excellent, higher than 5 standard devi-
ations for mN < 60 GeV.
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Figure 1. Caption for the gure will ome here.
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tle, se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apitals for the title and authors, bold
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e for the title and headings, and itali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for the subheadings. The abstrat, footnotes,
gure and table aptions should be in 8pt.
It's also important to reprodue the spa-
ing of the text and headings as shown here.
Text should be slightly more than single-
spaed; use a baselineskip (whi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erage distane from the base of one line of
text to the base of an adjaent line) of 13 pts
and 10 pts for footnotes. All headings should
be separated from the text pre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baselineskip of about 26 pts and use a baseli-
neskip of about 18 pts for the following text.
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rst line in-
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the abstrat should be indented on both sides
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Title 
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Trans Proess for Deay
6.8977 8.9087 2.8989 4.2928
text.
1.3 Headings and Text
Please preserve the style of the headings,
text fonts and line spaing to provide a uni-
form style for the proeedings volume. In a
two olumn format there are more diÆulties
when nding suitable line and page breaks.
We reommend that you leave suh problems
until preparing the nal draft and after you
have heked the plaing of the two-olumn
wide tables et. (See Se. 1.7 below).
1.4 Equations
Equations should be onned to one olumn
wherever possible, as in Eq. (2), and the
eqnarray environment may be used to split
equations into several lines, for example in
Eq. (3), or to align several equations. An al-
ternative method is given in Eq. (4) for long
sets of equations where only one referening
equation number is wanted.
If it's essential to have a two-olumn wide
equation then use the method of Eq. (1)
above. The surrounding environment is im-
portant here. In the text le ws-p10x7.tex
make sure that you keep the delarations
nbeginftableg and nendftableg and only
hange the equation and its label within the
inner equation environment.
For problems of plaement of a wide
equation, see Se. 1.7 below. Please note,
do not use square bra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olumn
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We reommend the use of single olumn-
wide tables wherever possible. For the page
wide tables, use the environment given in
the example of Table 2. Do not 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the latex ommands from nbeginftableg to
nbeginftabularg, or from nendftabularg to
nendftableg, apart from inserting your own
aption heading and table label. The aption
heading for a table should be plaed at the
top of the table.
1.6 Figures
The same arguments apply as are given above
for tables, i.e. it is preferable to have gures
that t into one olumn of the text. If this is
not possible, then use the example of gure 2
and use the ommands nbeginfgureg and
nendfgureg. The ngureboxfgfgfg om-
mand is dened with three arguments. First
argument is for the gure height, seond ar-
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be for the atual gure/image le name, (i.e.
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le name).
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g-
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le name in the third ar-
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gure.eps or
gure.ps), et. While embedding the gure it
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essary to 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rst and seond ar-
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rst two arguments
and generate the box based on the measure-
ments provided.
If you like to redue or enlarge (saling)
the eps/ps gure, please remove the % mark
from the delaration of the nepsfxsize and
provide the exat width of the gure. La-
tex2e will sale the gure based on the width
provided and adjust the height aordingly.
You an use any form of the units of mea-
surement desribed in the L
A
T
E
X Book.
If instead you wish to use some other
method, then it's most important to leave
the right amount of vertial spae in the g-
ure delaration to aommodate your gure
(i.e. remove the lines and hange the spae
in the example). Send the original hard opy
of the gure on a separate page, learly iden-
tifying where it should be plaed on the -
nal hard opy. The original gure you send
should be 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tly saled as this ensures that
the details will be visible in the nal version.
The gure aption should be plaed below the
gure.
1.7 Limitations on the Plaement of
Equations, Tables and Figures
In the nal stages of preparing the doument,
try to delare the two-olumn wide gures,
tables or equations at a point in ws-p10x7.tex
that is prior to the top of the olumn of hard-
opy text where you would like the item to
appear.
b
Very large gures and tables should
be plaed on a page by themselves. One
an use the instrution nbeginfgureg[p℄ or
nbeginftableg[p℄ to position these, and they
b
By `delaring' we refer to plaing the hunk of ma-
terial desribing the table or whatever at a partiular
point in the text le.
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Table 2. Experimental Data bearing on  (K ! ) for the K
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S
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L
and K
 
mesons.
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s, for E


>
20 MeV.
K
0
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DE prominent, exeeding IB over the range
of measurement 20 < E
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< 160 MeV.
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1:711 10
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No (IB)-E1 interferene seen but data
shows exess events relative to IB over
E


= 80 to 100 MeV
will appear on a separate page devoted to g-
ures and tables. Again, we would reommend
making any neessary adjustments to the lay-
out of the gures and tables only in the nal
draft. It is also simplest to sort out line and
page breaks in the last stages.
1.8 Footnotes, the Bibliography,
Appendies and Aknowledgments
Aknowledgments to funding bodies et.
may be plaed in a separate setion at
the end of the text, before the Appen-
dies. This should not be numbered so use
nsetionfAknowledgementsg.
It's preferable to have no appendies in a
brief artile, but if more than one is neessary
then simply opy the nsetionfAppendixg
heading and type in Appendix A, Appendix
B et. between the brakets.
Footnotes are denoted by a letter su-
persript in the text, and referenes are de-
noted by a number supersript. We have used
nbibitem to produe the bibliography. Cita-
tions in the text use the labels dened in the
bibitem delaration, for example, the rst pa-
per by Jarlskog
1
is ited using the ommand
nitefjag.
If you more ommonly use the method
of square brakets in the line of text for i-
tation than the supersript method, please
note that you need to adjust the puntuation
so that the itation ommand appears after
the puntuation mark.
1.9 Final Manusript
The nal hard opy that you send must be
absolutely lean and unfolded. It will be
printed diretly without any further editing.
Use a printer that has a good resolution (300
dots per inh or higher). There should not be
any orretions made on the printed pages,
nor should adhesive tape over any lettering.
Photoopies are not aeptable.
The manusript will not be redued or
enlarged when lmed so please ensure that
indies and other small piees of text are leg-
ible.
2 Sample Text
The following may be (and has been) de-
sribed as `dangerously irrelevant' physis.
The Lorentz-invariant phase spae integral
for a general n-body deay from a partile
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with momentum P and mass M is given by:
I((P k
i
)
2
;m
2
i
;M) =
1
(2)
5
Z
d
3
k
i
2!
i
Æ
4
(P k
i
):
(2)
The only experiment on K

! 


0

sine 1976 is that of Bolotov et al.
3
The pho-
ton spetrum observed ertainly exeeds the
IB spetrum for E


 70 MeV. These au-
thors report denite evidene for DE, how-
ever they \onlude that [IB-DE℄ interferene
is not observed" in their experiment but suh
interferene is expeted to be seen.
Although PDG has reorded the Ser-
phukov experiment as K
+
deay, it is in fat
a K
 
experiment. This is not a trivial dier-
ene. Assuming CPT invariane to be satis-
ed, CP violation is equivalent with T viola-
tion. The latter has to do with phases in the
DE proesses. Part of the alulated phase
will arise from the nal-state interations,
but there will also be a non-zero phase in the
initial Lagrangian whih may feed through to
the phases in the nal amplitudes. These La-
grangian phases will be dierent for the K
+
and K
 
proesses, and an give rise to dier-
enes between spetra and rates for K
+
and
K
 
mesons.
2.1 Parametrizations of the CKM
Matrix
It is emphasised that there are two nees-
sary onditions required for any aeptable
parametrization of the quark mixing matrix.
The rst is that the matrix must be unitary,
and the seond is that it should ontain a
CP violating phase Æ. In Se. 2.2 the onne-
tion between invariants (of form similar to J)
and unitarity relations will be examined fur-
ther for the more general nn ase. For the
present, it's suÆient to note that J is equal
to just twie the area of any one of these tri-
angles. This does not mean that a non-zero
J follows from unitarity alone; if J equalled
zero, the unitarity onstraint would still hold,
but the triangle would ollapse to a straight
line and the measurement of J would be of no
use in determining the existene of CP vio-
lation if the quark mixing matrix was in fat
represented by suh a matrix. The reason is
that suh a matrix is not a faithful represen-
tation of the group, i.e. it does not over all
of the parameter spae available.
T = Im[V
11
V
12

V
21

V
22
℄
+ Im[V
12
V
13

V
22

V
23
℄
  Im[V
12
V
13

V
22

V
23
℄
  Im[V
33
V
31

V
13

V
11
℄: (3)
There are only 162 quark mixing matries us-
ing these parameters whih are to rst order
in the phase variable e
iÆ
as is the ase for the
Jarlskog parametrizations, and for whih J
is not identially zero.

It should be empha-
sised that these are physially idential and
form just one true parametrization.
2.2 Four and N-Generation Mixing
Matrix
Murnaghan
2
provided the most general rep-
resentation of a 4  4 unitary matrix given
in Eq. (1). We have alulated the possible
ombinations and have found that there are
eight distint parametrizations.
The unitary nature of the matrix imposes
eight onditions on the onnetions between
adjaent rows and olumns, analagous to the
six unitarity triangles for the three family
ase, but for four generations the unitarity
ondition forms a quadrilateral in the imagi-
nary plane.
We have found only one set of invariants
that are independent of their positions in the
matrix, i.e. for whih one an hoose any el-
ement to be the `starting point' element V
j;
in the denitions of K, L andM given below

An example of a matrix whih has elements on-
taining the phase variable e
iÆ
to seond order, i.e.
elements with a phase variable e
2iÆ
is given at the
end of this setion.
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Figure 2. Dynamis of two limit yle osillators. The repulsive ase (K < 0) and attrative ase (K > 0) are
shown. The rate of phase separation, f , is plotted versus the phase separation between the osillators.
(where the invariants are the sums or dier-
enes of the imaginary parts of four plaque-
ttes). These are not however independent of
the hoie of parametrization but are invari-
ant for eah of the individual hoies.
K = =[V
j;
V

j;+1
V

j+1;
V
j+1;+1
℄
+ =[V
k;+2
V

k;+3
V

k+1;+2
V
k+1;+3
℄
+ =[V
j+2;
V

j+2;+1
V

j+3;
V
j+3;+1
℄
+ =[V
k+2;+2
V

k+2;+3
V

k+3;+2
℄
L = =[V
j+1;
V

j+1;+1
V

k;+2
V
k;+3
℄
 =[V
j;
V

j;+1
V

k+1;+2
V
k+1;+3
℄
+ =[V
j+3;
V

j+3;+1
V

k+2;+2
V
k+2;+3
℄
 =[V
j+2;
V

j+2;+1
V

k+3;+2
V
k+3;+3
℄
M = =[V
j;+1
V

j;
V

j+1;+1
V
j+1;
℄
+ =[V
k;+2
V

k;+3
V

k+1;+2
V
k+1;+3
℄
+ =[V
j+2;+1
V

j+2;
V

j+3;+1
V
j+3;
℄
+ =[V
k+2;+2
V

k+2;+3
V

k+3;+2
℄; (4)
where k = j or j+1 and  =  or +1, but
if k = j + 1, then  6= + 1 and similarly, if
 = + 1 then k 6= j + 1.
Aknowledgments
This is where one plaes aknowledgments
for funding bodies et. Note that there are
no setion numbers for the Aknowledgments
and Appendix. The style le will automati-
ally generate the heading for referenes.
Appendix
We an insert an appendix here and plae
equations so that they are given numbers
suh as Eq. (5).
x = y: (5)
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